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Diamant



Chassidic diamond trader Ariel Reuben is killed, shot in the head and chest. He was last seen by his assistant Benjamin Beer, who claims their Biblical faith keeps him calm, but he has no alibi. The chief declares that the case is top priority and insists Ivo must retire soon. He wants the case passed 'discretely' to the federal detectives - Tom gets a single day respite from his commissioner. Ariel's brother Simon, a cutter in the major firm of Kiril Simeon, asks for the widow's hand. Such 'Levitic' marriage is a traditional way to keep assets in the family. Lucas ...
Quest roles:
Ivan Pecnik(Wim Jacobs), Rudi Delhem(Ivo Celis), Lien Van De Kelder(Fien Bosvoorde), Marilou Mermans(Directrice), Goele De Raedt(Geertrui), Frank Van Erum(Ludo Schepers), Michael Pas(Benjamin Beer), Erik Goossens(Simon Reuben), Pierre Callens(Kiril Simeon), Peter Thyssen(Stan), Frank Hoelen(Ariel Reuben), Maya Moreel(Weduwe Reuben), Rikkert Van Dijck(Robert)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
29 September 2008, 00:00
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